
It was December 16 and while most people at COMPANY NAME were planning their holidays,  SAP 

Architect Melanie SURNAME was watching in horror as an SAP manufacturing system in STATE went 

down. By noon on the 17th, the folks at COMPANY NAME OTC’s plant in CITY, STATE knew that had a 

shutdown issue with SAP Fusion, the system that basically runs the whole manufacturing plant.  From 

her desk in Lyon, France, Melanie watched as COMPANY NAME’ whole manufacturing world in STATE 

came tumbling down. 

“It was during the holidays, so the timing was terrible, “Melanie says. “But as we managed the incident, I 

witnessed so much commitment between the OTC side and the GIS side that it was difficult to see 

where one organization ended and the other began. We were a single team,” she says. 

Mark NAME, the Key Account Manager (KAM) for GIS received the call just before the plant went down. 

He was the first point of contact to reach into the GIS organization and mobilize the people who would 

be called away from holiday celebrations to solve a multi-million dollar outage. From all across the 

globe, teams convened on conference calls every two hours. They worked from a plan that Melanie 

pulled together quickly – a plan that not only included the steps to solve the issue but was written in 

normal-speak so that everyone—from techies to plant managers- could understand the process. 

“One of things that everyone appreciated was Melanie’s plan. Even CIO NAME mentioned it to me. We 

were all given complete transparency about what had to happen to end the shutdown. There was real-

time visibility to keep the team on the same page throughout,” adds CIO COMPANY NAME OTC-US, Amy 

NAME.  

“It was important for the technical people to connect to management and to provide feedback all the 

way out to the end user. We had to manage the resources we had and switch gears right in the middle 

to track down GIS people who had the right skills. It wouldn’t have happened so quickly without great 

communication,” adds Melanie. 

During the crisis, the plant in STATE shut down and even manual shipping (the only way the plant there 

could continue to provide product to its customer without using SAP) stopped.  Puerto Rican plant 

operations were impacted, as well. There were still bugs to be fixed all the way out to Christmas 

weekend, 2011, but for the most part, everything went back to business as usual in just three days. 

“I have never seen such a great level of cooperation,” Amy says. Mark adds: “There was no finger 

pointing among the organizations and every resource was put at our disposal – sometimes pulling 

people away from family responsibilities to share their expertise in a crisis. Nowhere in their job 

description did it say they had to do what they did. They stepped up to the plate.” 

Going forward from solving the crisis, teams at OTC and GIS are now working to make the legacy SAP 

system more stable. The team also plans to implement a SameTime or Communicator chat/IMS 

application for third party partners, such as IBM, to expedite communications should other crises arise.  

Finally, Melanie’s crisis plan will be shared with others throughout the organization as a best practice 

response to pull senior managers, IT pros and end users together during an IT emergency. 



“I really need to thank the folks in Cindy NAMES’s organization as well as Tom NAME and his team for 

the way they triaged so quickly and for their troubleshooting in a time of great duress. And, of course, 

Mark and Melanie led the charge throughout,” Amy adds. 

“It’s difficult to describe what those conference calls were like—how much commitment that each 

member exhibited throughout -- regardless to which organization they reported. It was an “all-hands-

on-deck spirit” that particularly helped me, because I was so new in my role. I will tell you, I now have 

complete confidence in our teams here to take care of anything that comes up,” Amy concludes. 

 

 


